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I am presenting a storytelling model in Second Life (SL) that I am calling a ’biographic space’, which 

aims at promoting addictive behavioral change in real life. In this approach, I explore two affordances 

of virtual environments: independency from time/ space and their ‘rich media’ nature .  

’Biographic spaces’ are 3D spaces inhabited by virtual characters (smokers) whom are never visi-

ble; they are only represented by the media present in these spaces (written words, pictures, voice-

mails played back on the telephone); these spaces can be explored by real life smokers anytime / an-

ywhere.  

The main research questions were: 

o How can we use the richness of media in SL to build a story of a virtual character where enough 

empathy is created to impact the real smoker?  

o How can we draw from public health models in this area to ensure this SL storytelling-based in-

tervention to be sufficiently engaging to impact users at different stages in their attempt to quit? 

The  stages experienced by the virtual character – sucesses and relapses - are based on Prochaska 

and DiClemente’s Stages of Change Model (1982). The storytelling model adopted was inspired by 

Myst - the first blockbuster in computer games - to the extent that the story characters are never 

represented per se but rather through objects evocative of their personalities and actions.  

This proof-of-concept explores two features of Second Life that I consider key for the emotional com-

ponent in quitting an addictive behavior: 24 hour support and media rich channels of information.  


